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Sexual Orientation Discrimination Under Title VII

Joseph Camper

Congress' objective in enacting Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was to achieve equal employment opportunities for individuals covered under the Act,¹ and for employers to focus on employee qualifications.² Sex discrimination is prohibited under Title VII, and since 1964, the Supreme Court has interpreted this prohibition to cover far more than the decision by an employer not to hire a woman for one job, or a man for another.³ For example, the court has found that the statute's prohibition against sex discrimination protects employees from sexual harassment in the workplace,⁴ including same-sex harassment,⁵ and discrimination based on an employee's failure to conform to gender stereotypes.⁶ Congress has yet to add sexual orientation as a protected category to Title VII, and the Supreme Court has also yet to decide whether sexual orientation discrimination is covered under the statute.⁷ While the majority of federal appellate courts have determined that sexual orientation is not covered,⁸ the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC")⁹ and the Seventh and Second Circuit Courts of Appeals have interpreted the term "sex" in the statute to include sexual orientation.¹⁰

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY PASSING TITLE VII

When Title VII was passed in 1964, Congress did not debate whether to categorically include or exclude sexual orientation discrimination from coverage.¹¹ Representative Howard Smith introduced an amendment adding "sex" to Title VII in an apparent "spirit of satire and ironic cajolery."¹² The amend-

---
⁵ Oncale, supra note 3.
⁶ Price Waterhouse, supra note 2 at 241.
⁸ Id. at 1255-56.
¹¹ 110 Cong. Rec. 2577-84 (1964).
ment was agreed to after a hasty debate.\textsuperscript{14} No hearings were held in either the Judiciary Committee or the Education and Labor Committee.\textsuperscript{14} Other representatives believed the amendment would benefit women, but did not support it because the driving motivation behind Title VII was to secure equal treatment for African-Americans.\textsuperscript{15} For example, Representative Katharine St. George said that the addition of “sex” would make Title VII “comprehensive,” and help ensure that women have more opportunities, but noted that the bill was primarily for the purpose of ending discrimination against African-Americans.\textsuperscript{16} While no representatives mentioned homosexuality when discussing the amendment, this was most likely because homosexuality “was almost invisible in the 1960s.”\textsuperscript{17}

CURRENT DISCRIMINATION AND A PATCHWORK OF STATE LAWS

Although society has become more accepting of non-heterosexual individuals in recent years,\textsuperscript{18} such individuals still experience workplace discrimination due to their sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{19} For example, forty-two percent of lesbian, gay, or bisexual employees have experienced workplace discrimination at some point in their lives,\textsuperscript{20} and twenty-three percent of lesbian individuals have been treated unfairly by an employer.\textsuperscript{21} Sixty-two percent of LGBT employees have heard jokes about lesbian or gay individuals at their workplace.\textsuperscript{22} Additionally, thirty-six percent of LGBT employees reported not opening up

\textsuperscript{13} Id. at 442.
\textsuperscript{14} Id.
\textsuperscript{15} 110 Cong. Rec. 2580-81 (1964).
\textsuperscript{16} 110 Cong. Rec. 2580-81 (1964).
\textsuperscript{17} Hively, supra note 10 (J. Posner concurring).
\textsuperscript{20} Id. at 4.
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to co-workers, because they feared being stereotyped, and twenty-three percent said they might not be considered for advancement if they opened up to their co-workers. These concerns have led a majority of LGBT employees to hide their orientation at the workplace.

Further, in most states, lesbian and gay individuals can get legally married, experience workplace discrimination because of their marriage, but have no legal recourse. Such a "paradoxical legal landscape" creates uncertainty for employees experiencing sexual orientation discrimination. Twenty-two states and the District of Columbia have enacted laws prohibiting sexual orientation discrimination. In the other twenty-eight states, employment discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is still legal. Also, three states have enacted laws preventing passage or enforcement of local LGBT nondiscrimination laws. For example, North Carolina's law, passed in March 2016, established a statewide nondiscrimination ordinance that explicitly supersedes any local nondiscrimination measures. The law's statewide protections cover race, religion, color, national origin and biological sex — but not sexual orientation or gender identity. The Supreme Court's holding in Obergefell v. Hodges allowed individuals across the country to legally marry their same-sex partners. However, many continue to experience workplace discrimination due to their same-sex marriages and sexual orientation.

RECENT LEGISLATIVE INACTION TO AMEND TITLE VII

The legislative history of Congress' failure to amend Title VII to prohibit sexual orientation discrimination does not reflect popular support for amend-
ment.\textsuperscript{35} Instead, the legislative history indicates that Congress’ failure is partly due to political partisanship rather than a bi-partisan consensus that the statute should not prohibit sexual orientation discrimination.\textsuperscript{36} For example, the Equality Act of 2015 was co-sponsored by 176 Democratic representatives but only two Republican representatives.\textsuperscript{37} Similarly, the Employment Non-Discrimination of Act of 2013 was co-sponsored by 198 Democratic representatives but only eight Republican representatives.\textsuperscript{38} Both bills were referred to committees, but failed to make it to a full vote within the House.\textsuperscript{39}

Despite such legislative inaction, seventy-one percent of Americans, including minorities in all fifty states, support enacting laws that would protect lesbian and gay individuals from workplace discrimination.\textsuperscript{40} Even groups that disapprove of same-sex marriage support workplace protections for lesbians and gays.\textsuperscript{41} For example, although sixty percent of Republicans do not to support same-sex marriage, sixty-one percent support workplace discrimination protections for lesbian and gay individuals.\textsuperscript{42} Congress’ failure to add sexual orientation to Title VII does not demonstrate a consensus,\textsuperscript{43} because a vast majority of Americans support protecting homosexual employees from workplace discrimination.\textsuperscript{44}


\textsuperscript{40} Cooper et al., supra note 35.

\textsuperscript{41} Id.

\textsuperscript{42} Id.

\textsuperscript{43} Hively, supra note 10 at 344.

\textsuperscript{44} Cooper et al., supra note 35.
BALDWIN V. FOXX

Against this background, the EEOC, the agency entrusted by Congress to enforce Title VII, has determined that sexual orientation discrimination is prohibited by Title VII.\(^{45}\) In **Baldwin v. Foxx**, the male complainant alleged that his employer did not select him for a position, because he was gay.\(^{46}\) He alleged that his supervisor, who was involved in the selection process for the position, made several negative comments about his sexual orientation, such as saying, “We don’t need to hear about that gay stuff,” when the complaint spoke of his same-sex partner.\(^{47}\)

The agency found that sexual orientation as an idea cannot be understood without reference to sex.\(^{48}\) Since an individual is considered “homosexual” when he or she is physically and/or romantically attracted to someone of the same sex, and an individual is considered “heterosexual” if he or she is physically and/or romantically attracted to someone of the opposite-sex,\(^{49}\) “sexual orientation is inseparable from and inescapably linked to sex.”\(^{50}\) The agency held that when an employee alleges sexual orientation discrimination under Title VII, the question is not whether sexual orientation is explicitly listed in the statute as a prohibited basis for employment actions, but whether the employer relied on sex-based considerations or took sex into account when it took the challenged employment action.\(^{51}\) Therefore, an employer, who has taken an employment action based on an employee’s sexual orientation, has taken the employee’s sex into account in its decision.\(^{52}\) According to the EEOC, an employee alleging sexual orientation discrimination has stated a claim of sex discrimination under Title VII.\(^{53}\) Also, sexual orientation discrimination “necessarily” involves discrimination on the basis of gender stereotypes, because

---

\(^{45}\) *Baldwin*, supra note 9 at 10.

\(^{46}\) Id. at 2.

\(^{47}\) Id.

\(^{48}\) Id. at 5.

\(^{49}\) See, e.g., Definition of Terms: Sex, Gender, Gender Identity, Sexual Orientation, American Psychological Association, (Feb. 2011), http://www.apa.org/pi/ltb/resources/sexuality-definitions.pdf ("Sexual orientation refers to the sex of those to whom one is sexually and romantically attracted").

\(^{50}\) *Baldwin*, supra note 9 at 5.

\(^{51}\) Id. at 4.

\(^{52}\) Id. at 5.

\(^{53}\) Id. at 10.
sexual orientation discrimination is “often, if not always, motivated by a desire to enforce heterosexually defined gender norms.”

**Hively v. Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana**

Similarly, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals recently found that sexual orientation discrimination is a form of sex discrimination, gender non-conformity discrimination, and association discrimination. First, the court found that sexual orientation discrimination is a form of sex discrimination, because such discrimination treats otherwise similarly situated people differently because of their sex. In *Hively*, the openly lesbian plaintiff believed her employer did not hire her for any of the positions she applied to and did not renew her current contract, because of her sexual orientation. She then brought a claim for sexual orientation discrimination under Title VII.

The Seventh Circuit isolated the significance of the plaintiff’s sex to the employer’s decision, and found that the plaintiff described “paradigmatic sex discrimination,” because she alleged that if she had been a man living with, dating, or married to a woman, and everything else remained the same, including the sex of the partner, the employer would not have refused to promote her, and would not have fired her. The fundamental question in the Seventh Circuit’s counterfactual was not whether a lesbian woman is treated better or worse than gay men, because such a comparison changes the protected characteristic at issue, sex, for both the plaintiff and her partner. Rather, the correct question is whether the plaintiff’s sex played a role in the employment decision.

Second, the court found that no line exists between a gender nonconformity claim and a sexual orientation claim. The court held that the lesbian plaintiff, alleging sexual orientation discrimination, represented the “ultimate case of failure to conform to the female stereotype (at least as understood in a place such as modern America, which views heterosexuality as the normal and

---

54 *Baldwin, supra* note 9 at 7, 8 (quoting *Centola v. Potter*, 183 F. Supp. 2d 403, 410 (D. Mass. 2002)).
55 *Hively, supra* note 10 at 346, 349.
56 Id. at 346.
57 Id. at 343.
58 Id.
59 Id. at 345.
60 Id.
61 Id.
62 Id. at 346.
other forms of sexuality as exceptional): she is not heterosexual."\(^63\) Her claim is no different from claims brought by women rejected for jobs in traditionally male dominated workplaces.\(^64\) Such women were discriminated against by employers policing the boundaries of what behavior they considered acceptable for women.\(^65\) Any disapproval or job decision based on the fact that an employee, woman or man, "marries a same-sex partner, is a reaction purely and simply based on sex."\(^66\)

Third, the court in Hively found that sexual orientation discrimination is a form of association discrimination by relying on the opinions in cases involving discrimination against an employee due to his intimate association with a partner of a different race.\(^67\) For example, when a plaintiff experiences an adverse employment action based on his interracial marriage or association, he experiences discrimination because of his own race.\(^68\) In Holcomb v. Iona College, the court found that an employer may violate Title VII by taking action against an employee because of the employee's association with a person of another race.\(^69\) Similarly, a plaintiff, who alleges employment discrimination based on his interracial marriage or association, by definition states a claim of discrimination under Title VII because of his own race.\(^70\) In Parr v. Woodmen of World Life Insurance Company, the court found that it makes no difference whether the plaintiff specifically alleges in his complaint that he has been discriminated against because of his race.\(^71\) Accordingly, the court in Hively found that the lesbian plaintiff suffered association discrimination, because the text of Title VII makes no distinction between the prohibited characteristics.\(^72\)

ZARDA V. ALTITUDE EXPRESS

On February 26, 2018, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals also found that sexual orientation discrimination is a form of sex discrimination.\(^73\) In Zarda v. Altitude Express, Inc., the court, using similar reasoning as the Seventh

\(^{63}\) Id.

\(^{64}\) Id.; see Price Waterhouse, 490 U.S. at 241 (an accounting firm).

\(^{65}\) Hively, supra note 10 at 346.

\(^{66}\) Id. at 347.

\(^{67}\) Id. at 349.

\(^{68}\) Holcomb v. Iona Coll., 521 F.3d 130, 139 (2d Cir. 2008).

\(^{69}\) Holcomb, supra note 68 at 139.


\(^{71}\) Id. (italics are original in the opinion).

\(^{72}\) Hively, supra note 10 at 349.

\(^{73}\) Zarda v. Altitude Express, Inc., 883 F.3d 100, 132 (2d Cir. 2018).
Circuit in *Hively*, found sexual orientation discrimination to be prohibited under Title VII.\(^7^4\) For example, the Second Circuit found the *Hively* court correctly determined that sexual orientation is a function of sex by comparing a female and male employee who both exhibit the trait at issue, being attracted to women.\(^7^5\) The court also found that sexual orientation discrimination is based on sex stereotypes, because beliefs about sexual orientation necessarily involve considerations of sex.\(^7^6\) The court noted that district courts have “resorted to lexical bean counting” between derogatory terms to decide whether discrimination was based on sexual orientation discrimination or sex discrimination.\(^7^7\)

**OTHER FEDERAL CIRCUITS**

The majority of other federal circuits have opposed expanding Title VII to cover sexual orientation discrimination.\(^7^8\) Yet, most of the majority opinions in those cases do not discuss the issue as thoroughly as the *Hively* and *Zarda* opinions, and they also rely decades-old circuit precedent.\(^7^9\) For example, the First Circuit in *Higgins v. New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.*, relied on a now 29-year-old opinion, which itself did not discuss Title VII’s coverage of sexual orientation, in finding that the statute does not prohibit sexual orientation discrimination.\(^8^0\) Yet, Judge William Pryor, concurring in *Evans v. Georgia Regional Hospital*, addressed the EEOC’s holding in *Baldwin v. Foxx* that sexual orientation discrimination is a form of gender non-conformity discrimination.\(^8^1\) Judge Pryor found that sexual orientation discrimination does not fall under gender non-conformity discrimination, because the discrimination at issue in *Price Waterhouse*, involved the behavior of the female plaintiff, not her status as a woman.\(^8^2\) Additionally, Judge Pryor found that sexual orientation discrimination cannot, by definition, constitute gender nonconformity discrimination, because such a definition implies that all lesbian and gay individ-

---

\(^7^4\) *Id.* at 116, 118.
\(^7^5\) *Id.* at 116-17, 118.
\(^7^6\) *Id.* at 122.
\(^7^7\) *Zarda*, *supra* note 73 at 121.
\(^7^8\) *Evans*, *supra* note 7 at 1255-56.
\(^7^9\) *See Vickers v. Fairfield Med. Cir.*, 453 F.3d 757, 762 (6th Cir. 2006) (relying on a one sentence explanation that it was evident from the language of the statute that Title VII does not cover sexual orientation); *see also Higgins v. New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.*, 194 F.3d 252, 259 (1st Cir. 1999).
\(^8^0\) *Higgins*, *supra* note 79 at 259.
\(^8^1\) *Evans*, *supra* note 7 at 1258.
\(^8^2\) *Id.*
uals behave the same way and have the same interests, and it ignores the diversity of experiences among homosexual individuals.83

PROGRESSIVE LEGAL COMMENTARY

The American Civil Liberties Union of Illinois is a non-partisan, non-profit organization dedicated to protecting the liberties of Illinoisans guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution, the state Constitution, as well as state and federal human rights laws.84 The organization accomplishes its goals through litigation, lobbying, and education.85 Ghirlandi Guidetti is an attorney in the organization’s LGBT & HIV Project.86 Guidetti believes that the Supreme Court should decisively address whether sexual orientation is covered under Title VII, because federal courts are not uniformly interpreting the statute.87 This lack of uniformity results in federal law only protecting some LGBTQ individuals.88 “If you aren’t in one of those circuits and you experience discrimination because of your sexual orientation, your recourse under federal law may be limited and may depend on whether you can show that the discrimination against you was motivated by gender stereotyping, rather than your sexual orientation,” says Guidetti.89 Additionally, he believes the type of reasoning employed by Judge Pryor in Evans is misplaced, because “[c]ourts shouldn’t compel LGBTQ individuals who have been subjected to discrimination because of who they are to walk an imaginary tightrope pulled between gender nonconformity discrimination and sexual orientation discrimination.”90 According to Guidetti, “[i]t all comes down to the fact that people who are gay or lesbian necessarily defy gender-stereotypes,” and that gender nonconformity discrimination has been interpreted to be prohibited by the statute.91

83 Id.
85 Id.
87 Email Interview with Ghirlandi Guidetti, ACLU-Illinois Attorney (Feb. 23, 2018) (noting these are the opinions of Guidetti, and not necessarily those of the ACLU).
88 Id.
89 Id.
90 Id.
91 Id.
CONCLUSION

The current status of and possible solutions for lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals, who experience workplace discrimination, are unclear. The Seventh and Second Circuits, as well as the EEOC, have all found that sexual orientation discrimination is, in fact, a form of sex discrimination.\(^92\) However, the other federal circuits rely on past precedent, and many state legislatures have yet to prohibit sexual orientation discrimination or actively oppose doing so.\(^93\) Considering this country’s foundational separation of powers principle, the proper channel for amending Title VII to include sexual orientation is through Congress, not the federal judiciary. However, in an era of Congressional dysfunction and polarization,\(^94\) legislative amendment to Title VII seems unlikely, especially considering Congress’ repeated failure to amend the statute to include sexual orientation.\(^95\) Therefore, it will be up to the federal courts and state legislatures to ensure that lesbian and gay individuals have protections from workplace discrimination.

---

\(^92\) Hively, supra note 10 at 341, Zarda, supra note 73 at 132, Baldwin, supra note 9 at 10.

\(^93\) Evans, supra note 7 at 1255-56, LGBTQ+ Resources: Nondiscrimination Laws, supra note 28, Zarda, supra note 73 at 116.


\(^95\) See e.g., Actions Overview, H.R. 3185, 114th Cong., supra note 39.